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Four Awarded NC&AA Scholarships 

This will be my shortest letter to date.  We have entered the last 
third of the construction season.  The weather has not been kind.  
I hope that all of you have been able to meet your schedules in these 
conditions. 

On a more positive note, the State Fair was a success.  I will not 
attempt to steal Jereme’s thunder, but I want to congratulate him, 
Tim Hegeholz and all the volunteers who staffed our booth at the 
Fair.  Not only did they make many positive contacts with industry 
and the public, they won the award for the best commercial booth. 

I hope to see all of you at the Scholarship Shoot on September 28.  I 
have enjoyed this event each of the last three years.  I remind you 
that the Shoot is our major fund raising event for our scholarship 
program.  

Rich Ray 
President NC&AA 

Werner & Sons 

Four students were selected to receive scholarships from the Nebraska 

Concrete & Aggregates Association for 2007-2008.  The NC&AA 

Scholarship fund-raising activities are the Scholarship Fund Shoot, an 

annual trap, skeet, sporting clay event and money raised from the 

mulligans at the annual NC&AA golf outing. 

This year’s recipients were: 

• Tyler Joel Ray, Blair, NE (UNL College of Architecture), $900 

award. 

• Scott Czaplewski, Grand Island, NE (UNL College of Engineering), 

$1,000 award. 

• Brandon Wagner, Ainsworth, NE (UNK Industrial Engineering, 

Construction Management), $500 award. 

• Chris Hooper, Rapid City, SD (UNK Industrial Engineering, 
Construction Management), $500 award. 

Looking for an effective way to promote your organization to leaders in the concrete industry? 
 Sponsor the next NC&AA Newsletter!  Contact Rochelle at 402-325-8414 
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From the  
NC&AA Director 
Someone please call                 

 911… the Association  

              is on fire. 
Since the last newsletter the Association has coordinated the following activities. 

! 10 Boxed Lunches 

! Concrete Paving Workshop 

! 2007 Annual Golf Tournament 

! North Central Regional Work plan Meeting 

! 2007 State Fair Exhibit…and yes, we won Outstanding Exhibitor of the year. 

 

And why does it feel like we are just getting started?  Let me explain.  First, the Association 
couldn’t do anything without the help and support of its membership.  I want to personally 
thank and congratulate every member who participates in the success in the Association.  I 
would also like to recognize that even with a steep increase in membership dues, we held 
off with 127 members (which is exactly what we had last year).  This is an indication that 
everyone believes they are getting a return for their dues.  And with that increase in funding 
will come more activities, more promotion, and more market share…for everyone. 
 

Another big buzz word in the design community is “Sustainability.”   This is where 
continuing your education on concrete comes into play.  How many of you can explain to a 
designer or owner the benefits of concrete with regard to:  acoustics, durability, heat island, 
thermal mass, recyclable, recyclable materials, indoor air quality, locally produced, etc?  Sure 
we have heard these terms before, but can you substantiate these terms?  Designers have to 
educate themselves on many different products.  They look to us to be the experts on ours.  
And, not just with mix design, admixtures, and placing techniques, but with backing up our 
product with evidence of case studies for proven life cycle benefits.  I rely on a website 
called Concrete Thinker, www.concretethinker.com.  This website is absolutely the single 
greatest benefit to our industry with regard to substantiating our product. 

 
My point is this:  with 127 members and all of their employees and with a little education 
on what designers are looking for, we can’t lose unless we drop the ball.  So, don’t just sit 
there and wait for will calls.  Get involved.  Get educated.  A great recipe for success. 

Jereme “Bird”  
Montgomery 

Executive Director 
NC&AA 

Check out this  

valuable resource to 

help you find ways 

to substantiate our 

product: 

 

 

See the special 

insert in this 

newsletter with a 

Technical Brief from 

 Concrete Thinker 
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(Tuesday, July 31, 2007)  After finishing in 990th place 

out of more than 6,000 players in the 2006 World Series of 

Poker, Fort Calhoun resident Jeff Bryan wanted to return to 

test his cardplaying skills a second time. But not without 

winning his $10,000 seat at the largest poker tournament 

in the world by qualifying at a smaller tournament.  

So Bryan, who is originally from Missouri Valley, Iowa, set 

out to play in a circuit tournament in Council Bluffs earlier 

this year, only to finish in 10th place, just short of winning 

a seat. After another unsuccessful attempt in a Mississippi 

tournament, Bryan's chances of making it back to the big 

show looked pretty slim.   

But that all changed when a friend proposed a deal. Bryan 

would only have to shell out $5,000, and his friend would 

cover the other half in return for a quarter of any profits he 

may win.  

That proposal convinced Bryan to make the trip to Las 

Vegas in early July and test his skills against some of the 

best poker players in the world. And good thing he did, 

too; he ended up placing 27th in the 2007 World Series of 

Poker No Limit Hold 'em Championship, walking away with 

$333,490.  

Bryan began his WSOP journey on July 7. The 6,358 players 

who each shelled out $10,000 for a seat were split up into 

four different groups to start the tournament. About 66 

percent of those drop out in the first day of playing, Bryan 

said, before the groups merge together.  

All players began with $20,000 in chips, and played from 

noon until midnight or 2 a.m. Bryan made it through the 

first day -in which one or more people per minute fall out 

of the tournament - with little trouble.  

Poker tourney is aces for local man 
Jeff Bryan brings home $333,490 from Las Vegas 

By Jim Brazda, Reporter (reprinted from Washington County Pilot Tribute & Enterprise, 

It was on the second day where Bryan "almost lost it all." 

Unable to catch any good hands the entire day, Bryan was 

soon staring at a small stack of $20,000 in chips; the same 

amount he started with. He thought he finally got a break 

when he was dealt a king and a queen. After small cards 

appeared on the "flop and turn," Bryan was looking all 

right until an ace showed up on the "river," and his 

opponent made a bet that would force him to go all in. 

"That was one of the toughest calls I had to make," said 

Bryan, who knew if his opponent held an ace, his 

tournament dreams would be over.  

Luckily for Bryan, that was not the case and he won with a 

king high. Bryan doubled his chips on that fateful hand and 

continued to pick up small pots for the last three hours of 

the day to move into day three with an average-sized stack 

of chips.  

 Midway through the third day, the 621 remaining players 

received some good news: they all won money. The only 

question was how much. Hitting the money line is a big 

milestone in the tournament, Bryan said. Many players who 

have played conservatively before, begin to loosen up and 

attempt to increase their chips.  

After the third day, Bryan got to sit down at some tables 

that were being filmed for television broadcast of the 

tournament, and by the sixth day he was one of only 36 

people left in the tournament, many of whom had 

bracelets for winning past WSOP tournaments.  

Bryan said his strategy during the tournament was to pick 

up smaller pots, and stay away from the big ones that 

could have knocked him out. His goal was to try to get to 

the final table. 

 And he got close. 

 

Jeff Bryan is an NC&AA 

Member (Con-E-Co, Omaha) 

who made it big in Vegas. 

For his winning story, read on. 

More POKER TOURNEY — page 7 



 Team Scores - 2nd Flight 

1st place:  Dave Babcock, Mike Childs, Mike 

Stranathan, Steve Henderson 

2nd place:  Don Voges, Merlyn Hansen, Pete Sobetski, 

Tyler Jensen 

3rd place:  Jerome Lindbo, Mike Spohr, Ron Pinger, 

Terry Rogers 

 

2007 NC&AA Golf Outing 

York Country Club    August 6, 2007 

First Flight, Third Place Winners 
L to R:  Doug Burns, KR Buck,  

Mike Bertrand, Trevis Beeck 

First Flight, Second Place Winners 
L to R:  Stan Poff, Mark Bartels, 

 Bob Pfeffer, Brian Schaefer 

First Flight, First Place Winners 
L to R:  John Oetter, Jason Janda,  

Steve Weidenhammer, Ben Ricceri 

Hole Pin Prize Winners 

#1    Sheila Radenslaben 

#2    Doug Patrick 

#3    Ernie Peterson 

#4    Travis Rutjens 

#5    Jason Janda 

#6    Jerry Elfring 

#7    Jeff Bryan 

#8    Steve Wobken 

#9    Ben Ricceri 

#10    Merlyn Hansen 

#11    Stan Poff 

#12    Tim Hegeholz 

#13    Craig Miller 

#14    Brian Rockers 

#15    Brian Schaefer 

#16    Dan Gorke 

#17    Mike Childs 

#18    Kirk Havranek 
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Oil Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) Program 
The SPCC requirement is an EPA regulation that affects every industry operation that has an 
aggregate storage capacity of fuel and/or oil greater than 1,320 gallons.  The regulation requires 
each owner or operator of a facility to prepare an SPCC Plan, which addresses the layout and 
operation of the facility, maintenance procedures to prevent oil spills, and countermeasures to 
control, contain, and clean up oil spills.  Documentation of maintenance and routine inspections 
are also required to show continued compliance with the regulation. 

The SPCC Plan is best set up, reviewed, and certified by a professional engineer.  Recently, changes have been made to 
the regulation, allowing operators and owners to self-certify their facility’s SPCC Plan under certain criteria such as 1) a 
total oil storage capacity of less than or equal to 10,000 gallons, and 2) no SPCC reportable oil spills within the last 
three years. 

Once the SPCC Plan is in place, constant review and documentation is required when facility conditions change or 
when maintenance of the facility affects the storage of oil.  Monthly inspections of the oil storage structures are also 
required as well as yearly reviews of the SPCC Plan. 

The EPA conducts either announced or unannounced inspections to review a facility’s SPCC plan.  The EPA would like 
to work with the facility by education of the regulation but if needed, the EPA has the authority to assess penalties to 
facilities that do not have an SPCC Plan, to facilities that are out of compliance with the regulation, or to facilities that 
do not notify the appropriate authorities of an oil spill. 

More details of the SPCC Program can be found at www.epa.gov.   

ALEXANDRIA, Va., April 28—NSSGA’s popular Environmental 
Management Systems (EMS) Template for Aggregate 
Producers has been updated to conform with revisions to ISO 
14001 that occurred in 2005. 
The NSSGA EMS template was created to provide producer 
members with a written framework that can be 
used in sections or in its entirety to develop a 
voluntary EMS program. This template is 
merely one approach that aggregate 
producers might want to consider when 
formulating and developing an effective and 
comprehensive environmental management 
program for their operations. This template 
takes the form of modules so that each 
producer member can choose the individual 
modules and adapt them, as appropriate, to 
best fit their company’s needs and stated 
environmental goals and principles. 
According to NSSGA President and CEO Joy 
Wilson, “NSSGA encourages its members to adopt and 
implement an EMS program to meet its environmental 
requirements and improve its overall performance. Using this 
template is one means of achieving a company’s 
environmental goals.” 
 

NSSGA Updates & Reissues Popular Environmental Management Systems Template For Aggregates Producers 
Four of the modules have been updated and one new 
one has been added. 

• Gap Analysis* 

• Environmental Policy 

• Environmental Aspects 

• Legal Requirements* 

• Objectives and Targets* 

• Structure and Responsibility 

• Training, Awareness and Competence 

• Communication 

• EMS Documentation 

• Document and Record Control 

• Control and Monitoring* 

• Emergency Preparedness and Response 

• Audit and Management Review 

• Compliance Evaluation ** 

 
For ordering information, please use the Online Ordering 
Form or contact Becky Morris bmorris@nssga.org at 
NSSGA. 

“Implementing an EMS 
will enable businesses, 

agencies, and other 
institutions to improve 

their environmental 
performance and 

business 
competitiveness.”  

 U.S. EPA, December 2005 

* revised modules    ** new module 
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2007 Nebraska State Fair 

Outstanding Exhibitor 

Brent Jensen with  

Reward Wall Systems Talking ICF 

Dwight Williams Discusses 

Pervious Concrete 

Full House 

Kit Smith and Aaron Luth Location, Location, Location 

Kids and Bedrock Downs 

John Myer, Pete Sobetski and ICF 

ICF Brent Mick Cristelli talking decorative 

Pete Sobetski shows local 

projects of Pervious Concrete 

Pete Sobetski 

 and Dwight Williams 

The NC&AA Promotion Committee 
in correlation with its members 
exhibited at the 2007 Nebraska 
State Fair.  This 11 day event drew 
an attendance of 299,167 people.  

 It was tough work on the 
Association’s behalf but who said 
promotion was easy?   

Limited to space, the Association 
showcased Pervious Concrete, 
Decorative Concrete, Insulated 
Concrete Forms, Bedrock Downs 
and an Association Table.   



The Recycle Cycle The Worlds greatest  

Building Material 

Pervious Concrete 

NC&AA table 

Tent in action 

Rochelle and Bedrock 

Randy Stark explains 

 Pervious Concrete 

Tim and Pervious 

Tim Hegeholz showing the 

Beauty of Decorative Concrete 

Tom and Pam with pervious 

Worlds Largest Rice Krispie Treat 

Wes Cunningham explaining 

Pervious Concrete 

NC&AA  also sponsored one- hour 
live broadcasts with 
 96 KX and KRVN, along with 
multiple 30-second commercials 
with six different radio stations.    

So far the Association has locked 
up a few boxed lunches with 
designers and a possible pervious 
project with Square D in Lincoln, 
NE.   What a great success due to 
member participation.  Thanks to 
all. 
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Industry News Industry News 

EPA, Army Corps Issue Joint Guidance to Sustain  
Wetlands Protection under Supreme Court Decision 

Washington, DC, June 5, 2007 -- Today, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers issued joint guidance for their field offices to ensure America’s wetlands and other water bodies are protected 
under the Clean Water Act (CWA). This action reinforces the Bush Administration’s commitment to protect and enhance the 
quality of our nation’s wetlands and water bodies.  
 
“The Bush Administration is committed to protecting wetlands and streams under the Clean Water Act and Supreme Court 
decisions,” said Benjamin H. Grumbles, EPA’s assistant administrator for water. “Today's action sends a clear signal we'll use 
our regulatory tools to meet the President's ambitious wetlands goals.” 
 
“We are committed to protecting America’s aquatic resources under the Clean Water Act and in accordance with the recent 
Supreme Court decision,” John Paul Woodley Jr., Assistant Secretary of the Army (Civil Works), said. “This interagency 
guidance will enable the agencies to make clear, consistent, and predictable jurisdictional determinations. The results, once 
posted on agency websites, will document how the scope of the Clean Water Act jurisdiction is being determined.” 
 
EPA and Corps staff will also use the guidance when taking enforcement actions under the CWA. The guidance clarifies 
those circumstances where a person may need to obtain a CWA Section 404 permit before conducting activities in wetlands, 
tributaries, and other waters. Individual tribal, state and local laws, regulations, or policies may further protect aquatic water 
resources.  
 
The guidance is consistent with the Supreme Court's decision in the consolidated cases Rapanos v. United States and 
Carabell v. United States regarding the scope of the agencies’ jurisdiction under the CWA. Specifically, this guidance 
discusses the agencies’ protection of three classes of waters through the following actions:  
 
1) Continuing to regulate “traditionally navigable waters,” including all rivers and other waters that are large enough to be 
used by boats that transport commerce and any wetlands adjacent to such waters;  
 
2) Continuing to regulate “non-navigable tributaries that are relatively permanent and wetlands that are physically connected 
to these tributaries”; and  
 
3) Continuing to regulate based on case-by-case determinations for other tributaries and adjacent wetlands that have certain 
characteristics that significantly affect traditionally navigable waters.  
 
The guidance supports a strong regulatory program that ensures no net loss of wetlands, which is one of three key elements 
to the Bush Administration wetlands policy. The other two elements include an active management program that will result 
in the restoration, enhancement and protection of three million acres of wetlands by 2009 and a commitment to conserve 
isolated wetlands such as prairie potholes. 
 
During the first six months implementing the guidance, the agencies are inviting public comments on case studies and 
experiences applying the guidance. Upon publication of the notice of availability in the Federal Register, comments can be 
submitted to docket EPA-HQ-OW-2007-0282 through www.regulations.gov. The agencies will more broadly consider 
jurisdictional issues, including additional clarification and definition of key terminology, through rulemaking or other 
appropriate policy practice.  
 
The guidance and additional information are available at: http://www.usace.army.mil/cw/cecwo/reg/ 
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POKER TOURNEY — continued from page 3 

When there were only 27 people left, the players all drew cards for new tables. As luck would have it, Bryan was to play with 

some of the tournament's chip leaders, whose $7 million-plus stacks of chips dwarfed Bryan's $2 million. With $200,000 blinds, 

Bryan knew he would have to make a move soon.  

After a couple of rounds around the table, Bryan decided to make a stand with his last $1 million. He pushed all-in pre-flop with 

a jack-10. Seeing his vulnerability, another player called him with an ace-king. The flop came out a queen and two small cards. 

Then a 10 gave Bryan some hope, but a jack on the river gave his opponent a straight and dropped Bryan out of the tournament 

in 27th place. 

Bryan said he only pushed all-in about a dozen times, but every time he knew he had the best hand. . . except for the last  one.  

As an added bonus, Bryan agreed to shelve his Mike's Classic Cars shirt on the last day to wear a T-shirt provided by 

Pokerstars.com for a cool $10,000.  

During the tournament, Bryan sent out regular e-mails to friends and supporters about his experience, but he said his biggest 

support came from his wife, Donna, who was there with him during the tournament.  

Although Bryan did not make the final table this year, he said he wants to return next 

year and give it another try. The experience is exhilarating, especially testing his skills 

against professional poker players, whom Bryan said he liked playing against better than 

amateurs. The professionals played more predictably, he said, as opposed to an amateur 

who may push all their chips in in situations where they probably should not.  

Bryan said he did not have big plans for his winnings yet, other than some home 

improvements, adding to his retirement fund and, of course, playing more poker. Look 

for Bryan on television beginning Tuesday night, July 31, as ESPN begins to air the 

tournament at 8 and 9 p.m. The rest of the tournament will be shown Tuesday nights, 

from August 21 until October 9. 

Jeff Bryan in his office at Concrete Equipment 

Company in Blair. Bryan holds a picture showing 

him in the 2006 World Series of Poker tournament 

with 2004 winner, Greg Raymer. 

4th Annual Scholarship Fund Shoot 
Friday, September 28, 2007 

Heartland Public Shooting Park (HPSP)  •  6733 W Husker Hwy  •  Alda NE  68810   •    www.hpsp-gi.com 

 
The Scholarship Shoot is 25 targets of Skeet; 25 targets of Trap & 100 targets of Sporting Clays 

 

Event Schedule 

 8 to 9 am Registration — Coffee/Donuts  
  Review Hunter Safety, Sign Release Form, Distribute Door Prize Tickets* 

 9 am Event Start Time 
 11 am to 2:30 pm Lunch in Clubhouse (Ed Sheen’s Cream Can Cuisine) 

 2 to 3 pm Event End Time 
  Followed by Awards Ceremony 

   *Must be present to win 



NEBRASKA CONCRETE AND 
AGGREGATES ASSOCIATION 
6000 Cornhusker Highway 
Lincoln, NE  68507 
402-325-8414 

 
ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED 

9/25/07 NC&AA Boxed Lunch, DLR Group (Omaha) 

9/26/07 NC&AA Boxed Lunch, Rega Engineering (Lincoln) 

9/28/07 NC&AA / ACI Scholarship Fund Shoot (Heartland Public Shooting Park) 

10/3/07 NC&AA Board of Directors Meeting 

10/23 to 10/24 NCCC Funding Request Meeting 

11/28/07 ACI One-Day Seminar:   

Simplified Design of Concrete Builders of Moderate Size and Height (Omaha) 

12/5/07 NC&AA Long-Range Planning Meeting 

12/12 to 12/14 NACO Convention (Omaha) 

1/10/08 NC&AA Quality Concrete Conference (Kearney) 

1/11/08 NC&AA Quality Concrete Conference (Lincoln) 

2/13 to 2/15 NC&AA Convention (Nebraska City) 

4/21/08 NRMCA Pervious Concrete Seminar (Omaha) 


